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THE WEATHER
Fair and warmer part-
ly cloudy with showers
expected early or late
Joe and Penny Aaronson natives
of Philadelphia will sing and nar
rate their way through several
hundred years of Recent His-
tory of the Jewish People Through
Folksong on Tuesday May 14th
at 400 p.m in Murphy Chapel The
program is unique treatment of
history of the Jews by means of
vocal and instrumental music mi
micry and the techniques of thea-
tre
The duo will also present broad
program of international folksongs
at convocation the same day
Joe is an actor-singer-guitarist
with warm personality He is the
scholar-showman of the pair re
Dr David Gray
Education Intern
Dr David Gray assistant to the
president and director of interna.
tional programs at Beaver has been
appointed as an intern by the A-
merican Council on Educations
Academic Administration Intern
ship Program for 1968-69 Dr Gray
is one of approximately 60 educa
tors in the country this year to be
granted this internship
The purpose of the internship
program is to promote leadership
in the educational field and to pro-
vide training of promising people
in academic administration The in-
terns will have the opportunity to
observe and to participate in ad-
ministrative activities in another
insitution for at least limited per-
iod of time They also participate
in an assigned reading program in
academic administration and are
required to complete an analytical
report of some significance in the
field of academic administration
searching the songs and their back-
grounds
Penny is top banana in most of
the visual humor of the couples
performances Provocatively ex
pressive Penny plays mandolin
and accordian and introduces tra
ditional dance movements
some of their more rhythmic ethnic
numbers
Joe and Penny Aaronson
their art on communicating the
ideas and emotions within their
material They emphasize dialogue
the sharing of information which
hopefully will create understanding
of ways of life which are different
yet related to our own
The Tuesday afternoon concert
will be sponsored by Phoenix
McCarthy Gets
Ovation at Palestra
BY DINA HITCHCOCK
In finale to his Pennsylvania
campaigning on April 19th Sen
ator Eugene McCarthy contender
for the Presidential nomination
spoke to cheering crowd of 10000
people at the Penn Palestra The
Senator was greeted by ten
minute ovation as he strode into the
Palestra Earlier in the day he
took walking tour of downtown
Philadelphia joined by hundreds of
enthusiastic supporters He con-
tinued his campaign with lunch-
eon and two fund-raising cocktail
parties
Interrupted twenty-five times by
applause the Senator gave speech
which focused on nation for the
people and by the people and
Presidency which speaks of our
country not mine He stressed the
idea that the people themselves
should shoulder the responsibility
of government not merely leave it
to the policy makers in Washington
In addition McCarthy called for
reassessment of national agencies
such as the C.I.A and the F.B.I
tDuring the question and answer
period following his speech
Senator called for widening of
the conscientious objector status
and lottery draft system eventu
ally to be replaced by profession-
al army He also called for in-
creased social security and welfare
benefits
Pennsylvania was the first indus
trial state to be tackled by the
Minnesotan His supporters had
hoped for vote of 200000 Ac-
ording to last weeks primary el
ection the Senator received 400000
votes nearly 84% of the Demo-
cratic tally
BEAVER COLLEGE GLENSIDE PA
Sees Atomic
On May Professor Hubert
Newcombe Alyea of Princeton Uni
versitys Department of Chemistry
will speak at our convocation on
the peaceful uses of atomic energy
Since 1945 Dr Alyea has given
his demonstration lecture Atomic
Energys Weapon for Peace 2800
times in many countries before au
diences totalling an estimated
1500000 The lecture traces
growth of ideas which led to the
atomic bomb and atomic reactors
In 1963 his TV version brought him
an Emmy from Seattles station
KIRO as the best educational pro-
gram of the year in that area
TOPS
His new teaching experiments
initiated under the sponsorship of
the National Science Foundation
are known as TOPS which stands
for Tested Overhead Projection Se
ries The experiments are carried
out on the stage with an overhead
projector using kit of fifteen de
vices with which for example an
entire year of chemistry can be
taught
Since 1962 Dr Alyea has pub-
Mrs Willard Hollingshead new
member of the Board of Trustees
Mrs Hollingshead
Is New Trustee
Mrs Willard Hollingshead is
new member of the Board of Trus
tees at Beaver College winter
resident of Philadelphia and sum-
mer resident of Cape Cod Mrs
Hollingshead attended Germantown
Friends School and Moore College
of Art
The flew trustee is an active
member at both the Mt Airy Pres
byterian Church and the Pilgrim
Congregational Church in Harwick.
port Mass Mrs Hollingshead is
Church Representative of Presby
terian University of Penna Medi
cal Center and the Pilgrim Service
League and Dorcas Society
Beaver Colleges new trustee is
member of many clubs and organi
rations Among these are the Phila
Museum of Art Art Alliance La-
dies Aid of Presbyterian Medical
Center Cresheim Valley Council
Republican Women of Penna
Phila Cricket Club Westchester
Country Club and the Oceono
graphic Institute at Woods Hole
Mass
Although Mrs Hollingshead has
traveled for the past twelve years
three months each year in foreign
countries she still finds time for
her irterest.s which are gardening
needlework and painting in oil
and water color
Energy in
lished monthly series on TOPS
The Journal of Chemical Educa
tioi publishes Tops in Chemistry
some twenty new experiments each
month The series will continue Se-
veral years until over thousand
experiments have been described
Science Teacher has published
series describing not only experi
ments with the dozen basic devices
but 25 special devices used at the
U.S Science Exhibit Seattle
Worlds Fair Future series will
present TOPS in physics in blo
chemistry in general science and
in other areas
MRS HARRIS
COMMENCEMENT
Mrs Patricia Roberts Harris one
of the highest ranking women in
the United States diplomatic serv
ice will be the speaker at Beavers
Commencement Day exercises on
Sunday June Mrs Harris was
the youngest sitting American Am-
bassador when she represented the
United States from 1965 to 1967 as
Ambassador to Luxembourg Pre
sently she holds the distinction
of being the first woman Negro
delegate from the United States to
the U.N
Mrs Harris received BA de
gree from Howard University where
she is at present professor of
law and she also attended the Uni
versity of Chicago and American
University She served as assistant
director of the American Council on
Human Rights from 1949 to 1953
In 1960 she was admitted to the
Washington D.C Bar From 1960
to 1961 she was trail attorney in
the Department of Justice
Mrs Harris played major role
in drafting the Declaration on the
Elimination of Discrimination
gainst Women and she has been
stimulating legal force in the civil
rights movement She now lives in
Washington with her husband
William Beasley Harris lawyer
Repertory Company
Picks New Name
BY CATHYE STOOPS
The repertory committee under
the guidance of Mr Peter Moller
have announced that the name of
next years repertory company will
be The Alynwick Repertory Corn-
pany This name was taken from
Alynwick Castle in Europe after
which Grey Towers was modeled
The company will prepare two
programs composed of variety of
scenes from classical and modern
plays and perform them before
high schools colleges and clubs in
the area It is not yet definitely
known of what these two programs
will consist the committee is still
open to suggestions Tentatively
the first program will concern it-
self with the search for identity
the second program will be con-
cerned with the play within the
play Both programs are designed
to be instructive as well as enter-
taming
Auditions will be May 14 15 16
There is demand for 10-12 actres
ses and production crew Produc
tion work includes costumes make-
up sets transportation and business work
Peace Time
Smiling with pride Nina Shivda
said is recipient of art award
Nina Shivdasani
Wins Third Prize
In Art Exhibition
Nina Shivdasani sophomore at
Beaver distinguished the art de
partment by winning third prize at
the International Exhibition of Art
which opened Sunday April 21 at
International House 140 15th
Street in Philadelphia Ninas paint-
ing was an oil entitled VillageWomen
The first and second prizes went
to two art students from the Stella
Tyler School of Fine Arts Cietta
David from Liberia and Mrs Lil
han Spiro Nina came to Beaver
from India
The exhibition was judged by
Paul Darrow Walter Reinsel and
Bertha Von Moschzisker all of
whom are very well-known in the
field of art The exhibition was
sponsored by the Womans Art
Committee of International House
Nina was very excited about win-
ning the prize and very surprised
She was worried about her canvas
because it was warped Nina had
painted Village Women at the
end of last semester and entered
it in the exhibition upon receiving
letter from International kouse
announcing the competition
Of the two paintings which
placed first and second Nina fav
ored the second The two color in-
taglios were The Old Watchers of
the New Ones and The Green
Juggler
The show will run through May
21 for those who wish to see Ninas
Wednesday May 968
Princeton University Professor
Volume XLII No 12
Guests of Phoenix Joe and Penny Aronson will be at Beaver on May 14
Awards
Joe and Penny Aaronson To Present
New Jersey Science Teachers A-
ward in 1953
He has travelled extensively and
lectured in Over 50 countries in-
cluding lectures at the International
Palais de Science Exposition in Brus
sels for the National Science Foun
dation in 1958 for the U.S Atomic
Energy Commission Atoms at Work
Exhibit Athens Greece for the
Department of Commerce at the
Worlds Fair in Seattle and for the
AEC in Bangkok Thailand all in
1962 During the summer of 1967
he was member of U.S.-South
Africa Leader Exchange Program
lecturing at the Federation of South
African Science Teachers Associa
In 1966 he was the recipient of tion meetings in Durban and at in-
the Honor Scroll Award of the New stitutes for high school and univer
Jersey Chapter of American Insti- sity teachers
tate of Chemists in recognition of former chairman of the Divi
outstarding service to chemistry as sion of Chemical Education of the
profession in improving the pub- American Chemical Society Dr
lic image of science to the layman Alyea contributes regularly to the
and in stimulating host of fine technical and scientific publica
students to enter careers in chemis- tions He was chemistry editor of
try He was the recipient of Colliers Encyclopedia for 1947-51
1964 College Chemistry Teacher A- and for more than decade wasward of the Manufacturing Chem- associate editor of the Journal of
ists Association He received the Chemical EducationConvocation on Jewish Folk History
The English Department will
present for its final general lee-
ture in literature EastWest
lecture-recital on Modern Music
by the rising young composer
Harold Boatrite of Haverford
College on May 16 at 130 in
Murphy Chapel Mr Boatrite
will speak on modern music and
then present in recital three of
his own compositions sonata for
flute and piano sonata for cello
and piano and sonata for pi
ano All are cordially invited to
attend
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LETTERS ••• 
After ''Black Awareness" What? 
From April 10th to April 12th, three of Beaver's 
black students, Priscilla Hambrick, Deborah Parks, 
and Alja Galloway, attended a conference entitled, 
"Black Awareness: Direction, Prospects and Per-
spectives."The conference was held at Prin'ceton Uni-
versity and was attended by approximately 150 black 
students from colleges on the East coast. Twenty-five 
black professionals attended and! or served as consul-
tants. The Dean of the CoUege, Dr. Edward D. Sulli-
van gave the welcoming address, in which he chal-
lenged the delegates to consider what is the next 
step after black awareness. The tone and direction of 
the conference was further set by the keynote speech, 
which was given by Dr. Charles V. Hamilton, chair-
man of the Political Science Department of Roose-
velt University and co-author of Black Power: The 
Politics of Liberation in America. During workshops, 
seminars, dinner, individual discussions, and social 
events, the delegates discussed what it meant to be 
black, pondered the meaning, direction, and fruits of 
"black awareness," found out what was happening 
on other campuses, and discussed and instigated sev-
eral projects for the present and the futUre. Besides 
hours of seminars, delegates also viewed an art ex-
hibit presented 'by Sun Arts, listened to a concert of 
Cosmic Music presented by Sun Raand His Solar 
American Cultural Symposium. It was generally felt 
that the conference was very productive, two of its 
more visable fruits were the establishment of regional 
conferences, and the setting up of a Newsletter. The 
purpose of both of these innovations is to further 
communication between black students on different 
campuses. 
• • But ... But. AROUND TOWN BY AMY MELTON LEIIERS ••• 
One of the most sinister d The'Museum of Modern Art-NYC 
an Manhattan Observed _ exhibi-
Comps Don't Attempt 
To Cover All Material 
powerful forces 01 public opinion tion of prints offering a, series of 
moulding this country today is the impressions and romantic interpre.Webster defines comprehensive as "Including 
t t · f th . d much; Inclusive.' organization headed by Frank Lloyd a Ions 0 e CIty uring the past 
six decad f th t th" h Thus, a comprehensive examination in the pro"""r Freud. Oombining the character- es 0 e cen ury;' ,roug: "'-May 12. sense of the term would never attempt to cover all 
istics of his famous forbears Freud Ph t. the material presented in four y'~rs of study. otograp,~y as Printmaking-ex- ~Q 
is a psychological !lrchitect who hibition of original works; through ;Many of the colleges with which we are competing 
delights in the formation of the May 26. try to determine, however, through a comprehensive 
American mind and shaping it in- Photographs Before Surrealism- examination as a departmental requirement for grad-
to a pattern to conform to his own exhibition consisting of photo- uation, the degree of mastery of the four skills (Le., 
graphs drawn from many facets of listening, speaking, reading, and writing) of a for-
warped notions. FLF as he is th ed" h e m mm s eig ty-five year his- eign language that a student has reached when major-
known in the trade is the head of a tory prior to the Surrealistic Mani- ing in the area. Through the cumulative effect of 
vast button designing combine festo of 1924; through May. these skills (which can easily be measured and which, 
who s e tentacles sp~ead from ,Art Lending Service - works of in large part, are a prerequisite for literature study 
Haight-Ashbury to the East ViI- art in all media availahle for ren- in that language) a foreign language differs substan-
lage. 
tal or purchase. Hours: Tuesdays "Hally from most other disciplines. 
through Saturdays 12' 30-5' 30' . , 
m.; Sundays, 2-5 p.~. . . p. I~ . our department, we are also interested in de-
When the soft-minded liberal Gallery Talks _ The Art of Le- term~nmg whether or r~ot the student ?as acquired 
wants a prefabricated cause or mot- gel': May 9 6 p D d ' d S certam fundamental notlons about the fIeld of liter-
, .m. a a an ur- ature 'n F h th t be 'd"d' 
to where does he go? Does he seck realism: May 10, 3.30 p.m. and th t. r~~c f ~ m~y 1 c~me gUl mg 1 eas m 
ideas of his own? No he purchases May 16, 6 p.m.; Kandinsky and ~. orgamza Ion o. er nowe ge. 
ready-made alienation from this Mondrian: May 11, 3:30 p.m.; Look- ~ All French maJors at Beaver take the Graduate 
ing at Cubism: May 17 3'30 pm' RfCord Examination in French (at least in their sen-
great Sear3-Roebuck of the shib- Aspects of Modern scuipt~re: Ma; iqr year), but this examination consists largely of 
boleth trade. MAKE LSD not ESTs 18, 3:30 p.m.; Gauguin and Van true-~alse answers and lacks completely listening and 
says one but t '0 n. KENNEDY Gogh: May 23, 6 p.m.; Picasso's speakmg section. There is thus no duplication be-
WEAlRS A FRIGHT WID or RFKMural Guernica: May 24 3' 30 pm tween the GRE and our present departmental Com-
'" '" '*1" " prehensive Examination in French which the latter 
rSREALLY HARPO MARX are Philadelphia Music Festival exam permits a jury of three French professors to 
put out to discourage the boy sen- nine concerts in July and the last observe the active handling of the skills and to judge 
ator from New York. However FLF weekend in August at JFK Stad- a student's reasoning capacity in a foreign language. 
has no real political credo. He ium; Ray Charles Show and Nina Benkt Wennberg 
would j~st as soon issue one that Simone on July 3; other concerts 
bore the legend McCAIRTHY PRAC- are set for July 4, 10, 17, 19, 24, 26, 
TICES KARATE if it would sell. and August 31; Admission: $1.00 
, ,.' per person. Eight concerts in Aug-
SMOKE POT NOT SALMON IS one ust on Tuesday and Friday even-
of ,the most successful slogans put· ings at various recreation centers 
out with a secret subsidy from the throughout the city; free of charge. 
*' * 1* conservation department. Metropolitan Opera 
In Defensive of English Comps 
!We who attended the conference would like to 
take this opportunity to thank all those who made 
it possible for,us to go. We bring back with us many 
thoughts, ideas and awarenesses, among them is Dean 
Sullivan's challenge. As "black awareness" becomes 
more evident in Beaver's black student's, ,and awa're-
ness of blacks and "bfack awareness" is exhibited by 
Beaver's non-black population, Dean Sullivan's chal-
lenge, "after 'black awareness' what?" becomes a 
challenge to Beaver's total population. It is a chal-
lenge of immediate concern, for "black awareness" is 
here, now at Beaver! 
'Bumper stickers are a sideline of 
the Cosa Nostra of the jingle world. 
OHEVROLET is one of the big sel-
Alja Farie GallowaYlers in this area, although SUP-
,Luisa Miller by Verdi. Cast: 
Montserrat Caballe, Sandor Kon-
ya, Sherill Milnes, Giorgi Tozzi 
Ezio Flagello. June 1, 1: 30 p.m. ' 
fI'he senior English comprehensive examination 
has been scheduled this y,ear for Saturday, May 11; 
Students will be asked to do four hour-and-a-half 
essay or discussion questions, two each in the morn-
ingand afternoon sessions. Six divisions of subject 
material have been set up, and each student may 
choose two out of three of these divisions both in the 
morning and in the afternoon. The morning choices 
include: 
-----'"""--------------- PORT OUR BOYS IN LUXURY is !La Forza Del Destino by Verdi'. (1) IBeowulf Through Spenser, 
(2) Shakespeare Through Swift, 
(3) Fielding Through Whitman. 
, "Thirty Days Hath September" 
"Thirty days hath September," so why not use all 
of them in the Beaver calendar next fall? Have 
Freshmen arrive September 1, eliminate Registra-
tion Day by having registration by 'mail during the 
summer, begin classes at 8:30 a.m. Wednesday, Sept. 
4, and we can complete an entire semester, reading 
days, final exams and all, before Christmas Eve. 
IThe calendar that has been approved by the Fac-
ulty for the Spring 1969 semester includes 75 class 
days, 2 reading days, and 6 exam days. The calendar 
I propose for the Fall 1968 semester includes 70% 
class days (we can make that 71 class days by hold-
ing classes all day the Wednesday before Thanksgiv: 
iug instead of only a half day), 2 reading days (3 if 
you count Saturday), and 6 exam days. 
1 Sept. (Sunday) Freshman Orientation begins 
4 Sept. (Wednesday) Classes begin 
11 ,Sept. (Wednesday) Last day to enter classes 
2 Oct. (Wednesday) Last day to withdraw 
23 Oct. (Wednesday) 1st quarter ends 
27 'Nov. (Wednesday) Thanksgiving Vacation begins at 
1:30 p.m. 
2 Dec. (Monday) Classes resume 
13 Dec. (Friday) Last day of classes 1st semester 
14, 16 Dec. (Saturday, Monday, reading days) 
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23 Dec. Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Monday) FINAL' EX-
AMINATIONS 
The Januarjr break could be spent in travel and 
independent reading and study which could culminate 
in seminar groups on campus the first week of the 
second semester. Reading lists distributed before the 
semester break would lend structure to this experi-
ment in independent study. 
IBegin second semester classes on Monday, Janu-
ary 20th. Exams would be over by May 21st and the 
Class of 1969 could graduate as early as Sunday, 
May 25th. 
Dear Edrtor: 
Susan M. Smyth 
President, Class of 1969 
Help 
Who's my freshman friend this month? I can never 
find out. I go to the appointed places, but they (sic) 
never show up. Can you help? 
PKM 
In appreciation: 
The Editorial Board of the News would 
like to express its thanks to Robert Kun-
cio for the many hours he has spent, 
though sometimes reluctantly, working 
with us. We would like to inform our 
readers that the particularly high ca'libre 
of photography in this issue is credited to 
Mr. Kuncio. 
The Editorial Board 
a runner-up. 
Buttons and bumper stickers, give 
way in our times to posters, de-
cals, neckties, banners and even the 
Goeblin factory has an order for 
some tapesteries that bear the leg-
end !HENRY I W AlS !MEDIEVAL 
and a beautiful picture of the third 
Crusade reading BRllNG THE BOYS 
HOME FROM THE HOLY GRAIL. 
No mass medium has the subtle 
control over the minds and actions 
of American youth as has the FLF 
o"gan;zation. It is only hoped that 
he llses his vast power for good 
ar.d not evil. 
No Calendar Change 
Dotty Graham, Beaver New s 
Cast: Lucine Amara, Franco Cor-
elli, Rohert Merrill, Bonaldo Giai-
otti, Fernando Corena; June I, 8 
p.m. 
* * * 
;Forrest 'Theater - Wait a Min_ 
im! musical revue, original cast; 
8:30 p.m. 
'" * * 
'Edison Electric Institute - Ar-
thur Fiedler conducts the Phila-
delphia Orchestra; call EV 2-8181 
or MtJ 6-9700 for ticket informa-
tion; June 5, 8: 30 p.m. 
* * * 
The New Strand, Lambertville, 
New Jersey. 
Accident (Dick Bogarde,' Stanley 
Baker, Jaqueline Sassard Vivian 
Mer<;hant), May 115-16, . 8; 30 p.m.; 
Morgan! (David Warner, Vanessa 
Redgrave), May 17-18, 7:15 and 
10:15 p.m. 
The afternoon choices include: 
(4) Twain to the Present (British and American) 
(5) Comparative Literature Including Classic,al, 
(6) 'Explication of a Prose or Poetry Selection. 
The questions or topics provided in each of these 
divisions (there is some choice or option within 
each) focus attention upon major authors, their cul-
ture or general background, real understanding or 
appreciation of some of the representative works, 
and knowledge 'of such details as literary form, dom-
inant themes, or styles and techniques of the 'author, 
!Members of the English staff and Dr. Patrick: 
Editor, and Sue Smyth, rising sen- r---------------
ior class president, met with Dean nr. Edward Gates, president 
LeClair and Dean Plummer on of Beaver College, will receive 
Thursday, May 2, to propose an aI- a Distinguished Service Citation 
ternate calendar for the 1968-69 col- from Beloit College, his alma 
lege year. mater, on May 18th, during Be-
Hazard in particular have defended the role of the 
comprehensive examination in the program of the 
English major. It serves the purpose at the end of 
the college career that a final examination should 
serve in a course which covers a wide range of sub. 
ject matter. It helps the student to bring important 
information into proper focus, to see its continuity, 
to evaluate it in terms of her own intellectual or pro-
Fessional interests. 
The English Comprehensive is not concerned with 
mental gymnastics directed toward the memorization 
of a lot of unassimilated factual details. Its main put-
pose is to weigh and consider what has been studied 
and to demonstrate the competence of background 
and critical judgment and articulation that will be 
expected of an English major wherever she goes or 
whatever she does after leaving Beaver College. 
Without the comprehensive examination, too, the 
English staff would not be able to allow the major 
the freedom she now has in choosing electives. 
loit's Annual Alumni Reunion 
'The Deans pointed out that there Weekend. 
is not enough time remaining in , _______________ 1 
the school year for the faculty to 
renew their discussion on the cal-
endar and come to a new decision. 
Furthermore, the incoming fresh-
men and several major speakers 
scheduled for next year have al-
ready been notified of the faculty 
approved calendar that runs from 
September 15th to June ~th. To 
adopt a new calendar at this late 
date would necessitate a great ex-, 
pense of time and money to write 
letters to all these people. 
The faculty is aware of student 
dissatisfaction with the present cal-
endar and has appointed a commit-
tee to study alternate calendar ar-
rangements. The 1967-68 Beaver 
calendar, which had classes begin-
ning one week earlier in September 
than they had in past years, was an 
effort by the faculty to acknowl-
edge student requests £.01' an earlier 
school year. The one-week, "lame 
duck" session in January, however, 
make this arrangement unsatisfac-
tory and students complained of 
too much work during the period 
between Thanksgiving and Christ-
mas vacations. 
It is too late to change the 1968-
69 Beaver calendar. Next Fall dis-
cussions on the 1969-70 calendar 
will begin. If the Class of 1970 
wants to graduate ,bef'ore June 8th 
of their Senior year, September, 
1968 is the time to begin negotia-
tions. 
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 3) 
enough opinions and people who 
have the facts to back them to stir 
up our minds. We could have 
raised money to help the Civil Lib-
erties Union pay for the court costs 
and lawyers fees for those who 
care enough to protest. We could 
William Bracy 
Strike for Peace A Success 
have organized with these people To the Editor: 
found out what the other colleges I ' Beginning with Choice '68, April 24th, last week 
in the area were doing. We could was designated as a week of protest against the war 
have organied with these people in Vietnam, racial oppression,and the draft. Among 
and created a day where we could the activities were a rally· at the University of Penn-
have asked the people who teach sylvania, where David Shoenbrun, former CBS cor-
us the people who voted in these respolldent, spoke, and a faculty-student boycott of 
policies, why? We could have got- classes Friday, April 26th. Saturday, though nega-
ten all the guitars on campus and tively called a day of anti-war demonstrations, should 
sang the songs that have been writ- have been more positively termed a strike for peace. 
ten about these Wars. Twelve hundred concerned students and adults 
War to End all Wars formed early in the afternoon at 16th street and the 
We have V'oices we could have Parkway in Philadelphia. The march moved down 
sung. We have legs we could have Market street with occasional resistance chants and 
marched. But that is much too few disruptions and gathered at Washington Square 
strenuous. Besides we wouldn't fora rally. Among the speakers were Carl Davidson, 
want to interrupt our important of Students For A Democratic Society, and John Wi!· 
learning about the First World War son, of Student Nonviolent Co-ordinating Committee. 
The War To End all Wars. Funny; Wilson stressed th~t the racial q~estion is not a mat-
isn't it? It didn't end the wars. We tel' of Black or WhIte, but of survlval. 
still have them and they are getting The assemblage was the largest demonstration of 
worse. Maybe we could have this kind in the history of Philadelphia but remained 
found out why. To borrow from orderly and peaceful. The marchers seemed to share 
Buffy St. Marie, "Brothers this is a dedicated and united hope that the United States 
not the way we put an end to war." can make peace both abroad and in its cities; These 
'P.S. If we had had a sing-in Fri- people were not hostile, unpatriotic dissenters. They 
day you would have heard the were one group with~a common goal - to make 
whole song. It is called Universal America and alI nations stop senseless war and dis-
Soldier. crimination. 
Kathy Webster '70 ,Debhie Cohen '71' 
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The Mennonite creed includes
such ideas as belief in one God
monogamy and prohibition of
dancing drinking and movies
Christmas is celebrated without
tree or what we think of as tradi
tional decorations They are con-
sidered too secular Mores
strict the starting ag for dating
being 16
When asked how
nerati
admissions policies Girls accepted
at Beaver for this program are in
the highly selective category
It is interesting to note that in
recent years Beaver has been corn-
peting far more with top schools
than it had previously Girls who
are accepted by Beaver but refuse
the acceptance do so in favor of
one of the top womens colleges
Ravi
cir
--
Italians
ring to their
in
of
be arram
inter
so next ye
in Rome
BY JEANIE MAYER
Some time ago Dr Benton
ance designated the phoenix
artistic symbol for all
tivities on the Beaver
for this reason that the now
faith religious organization
been called Phoenix
Unity
Phoenix was established
the religious organizations at
ver wanted co-ordinating
to provide unity and to genem
interfaith religious interest
cording to Judy Glassi
president It is
anization will
and faculty
ious interests are not expressec
any particular religious orga
tiotm Dr Charles Hall
to Phoenix sees its aims as
tion and action and hopes
group will be forum for
discussion
Other officers of Phoenix
Ruth Fireoved vice-president
Barbara Kelly secretary The
of the board will be composed
two representatives from each
the already existing
ganizations However
is open to everyone in
community and one
member of a--
ization to join
Program
Phoenix has taken over
Little Sister program
_l3_.
i1i-ItiOii their
c-month in Rome
the auspices of the Tyler
A_ Temple th0 stu- fact
ag other courses
iOlC
painting and
ciluS
Rome
ily inlived
three week
Italian Life
Ruth Fireoved riding to class on her monocycle
pastas wine
flavorful fruits like Oii1h and
oranges from Sicily
macic And
tion an opportunity for
open Beth travelled
In Rome everyone lived in the
Pensione little hotel staffed by
talians It is here that the
racticed their Italian as mill
Italian obviously
in English
Beth spoke enthusiastically
her living experiences Since
campus was located right on the
Tiber River she crossed it dai
Each Sunday was spct
ing in the flea
Trastevere those
eas which are actually quite
with their cthbled-stoned
streets Music abounded with op
era and Bach organ recitals in ma-
fly beautiful
cathedrals And at
Christmas Italy differs morn
hmg-
Lacking conventional entertain-
ment in the Mennonite community
Ruth began her monocycling when
she was 12 Now she can manage
to carry two ten pound bundles
while pedalling In this way the
monocycle seems to excell the bi
cycle
R.L.A.M at Work
byKAY
e_ younger
young ent
through transition
dedicated to the purposes
the faith refrains from unified dermining
the establishment ohm-
endorsement or disapproval of birth mnaing
librarian redtape and
control beating the
new-deter
Mennonites are traditionally Re-
tern Of old-fashioned
publican politically
ods is going unde
their belief in non-
strongly
this campaign
Although Roman Catholicism is
midn religion Beth and her
roommate managed to
takers out
Competing With Top
Jfl Colleges for Entrance
thinks bac
ome
Art
Rome is
clintinion tle
return dE
ter If
books that
the next
charged
bring them back now or else youre
gonna be out of lot of bread
her excitemen
got
Alumnae Reunion Day
Extended To Weekend
past.j
well-known Ital- Phoenix Takes
in lecture to Beths
--.5 pointed out an interesting
point in explaining the Italians
attitude to art They have an un
canny capacity for visual orienta
tion Being uneducated the people
are unaware of poetry and litera
ture but can and do appreciate
natures true beauty This can ex
plain why Italy has always had
amazingly successful film produc_
ers like Ponti Fellini and Michel
angelo Antonioni
The henchman then muttered a-
bout outside agitators forcing the
movement underground but re
treated behind Poor Paranoids
Almanac before another quot
able statement could be obtained
Meanwhile the rest of the At-
wood Library is maintaining cool
despite the fact that the air condi
tioning is broken Mrs Marian
Weiss in charge of the Browsing
Room the
includin
it
1968 is the inaugural year of the
Alumnae Reunion Weekend Pre
viously one day affair the re
union this year is scheduled for
June and Held on campus
full advantage will be taken of the ing for
facilities including use of dorms ing to ti
which men husbands will invade
for the first time
Social Life
The Italian social life Beth in-
dicated is still quite
in their
_1
the being socially
immature and nuisance
Featured events of the weekend
will be CollegeStyle dinner
and Place and Time Get-To-
gether Friday evening Saturday
Mrs Margaret LeClair Dean ofl
the College will address the group
followed by the Annual Meeting of
the Alumnae Associa
time four Beaver
announced as recipie
umnae Association
Also the Class of
ored in recognition
Anniversary
Even the colleges lack campus
or social life The University of
Rome is the only school with any
real student discontent there are
Fascist organizations within And
the Hippie movement there is small
and involves mainly English sin-
dents
ST
look
add-
-.---.- --
on
is the East
brief confusing de
that their subscrip
tnt SO messed up the
colleges name that
-.- going to our
it is be
rated accountant ran
try week Now how-
has been rome-
round paper
and in the
unless it has
frustrated ii-
When asked what the Italian re
actions to Americans are Beth re
plied that they are curious and
warm to the individual American
but their attitude toward the gov
Ii
Class Reunion rpeetings
place in von
ad
irst
rding to
in
--I and
Ape
We in
taken
.-
One of th
written
kite-flying is the
by Professor Cliv Hart of the
versity of New Castle New South Lesi
Wales The ten page bibliography ship
is witness to the scholarship and be sa
pleasure obtained even by non_
ite-fliers in reading this is
ness to the entertainment
There are four categories
Trajans boxIt is no wonder that Professor pie to whom this book would be of
kite used as part of sur ival equip-
.t writes in scholarly manner interest Kiteflying Joyceans
ment in World War II we followflies high in other areas of
with pleasure the life story of the
Non-kite flying Joyceans Non-
learned research His Structure and
cerf votant Anecdotes hold ones Joycean kite-flyers NonJoy
Motif in Finnegans Wake is de- attention cean non-kite flyers
Kite Circus
to us
on the wrong side of the
finally arrived two
the
was
onfusion
T-of-t-
KENUK
of Philadei-
mvited April 28 to
ie-made kite flying contest
was sponsored by the
ade1phia College of Art
invitation appeared in at
st one issue of the Evening
so as say appar
to have
all were invited But it
tant of
ms that bit more exclu-
eness resulted than would
ye been originally antici
led by such an all-inclusive
iitation for the festivities
held at nondescript
ition unaccountably called
rges Hill to which direc
is were mysteriously with-
from the press and public
which was nicely camou
by the coincidental fact
no hill was to be dis
Led anywhere in the vicin
rongSadeoft
ose who optimist at-
uninte
tour
area
yE
perso
missed four
If
candy-cane
paper to
rangement of mul
geometrically spaced
After
elusive
Fun Affair
an exhaustively con-
survey it appeared
got
statement
and untrue
atmosphere and
try-like landscap
shine provide
tertainment for
too aded tastes
ed city-folk
peared to er
mensely
deserv
tn po
tension of the
flthS
entertainingly
simple one
response to
order the kite was
down
The only one
year
group Castle-
dred entertain-
esented repertoire
diiig both new ar
some old stand
res was graciously
audience last week
overall enthusiasm to-
Coffee House this past
caused Forum to take
nvestigate ways to im
of the campus few week-
ities
the Coffee House was
IT Friday night but the
ras very poor Two maj
ms which Forum hopes
re the lack of scheduled
ient and the type and
Dod being served
Fine the newly assigned
the Coffee House is pre
rig ways to remedy these
The committee working
obbie hopes to guarantee
ment every week
include live groups
the Beaver conimunity
areas Another idea of
iittee is to show movies
..1- strong efforts being
inge the type of food
to lower the cost to
ents In this way Forum
make the Coffee House
ing to the students
alumnae affairs at
orothy Smith
Smith
Director of
Affairs
uothy Smith director
activities at Briariciff
Briareliff Manor
been named director of
sffairs at Beaver
oining the staff at Briar-
çe Mrs Smith was as-
of the Patent Trader
achelor of arts
Briar College
na cum laude
has had extensive cx-
all phases of alumnae
iting and editing
ns club organization
the many other 5cr-
in alumnae affairs
es have been planned
French depart
anges are mainly
the way in which
taught.
ive two labs per
will be tied in
with class
slides and
in connec
Some of these
lays and novels
In man
the
KahIil Gilbran
Gives Theme for
1968-69 Forum
There was meeting of Epsil
on the Phi Sigma Tau chapter
on campus on March 26th at
p.m Dr Barrows Dunks
the Philosophy department
to the group on the conce
selflove Afterwards the
carried on discussion
topic relating it to the
ideas of love
New officers were also elected
They are Ann Hesseler as
dent and Niti Seth as seer
treasurer
study is change in attendance
policies The idea was experimented
with in French 28 Age of En-
lightenment this year and will be
put into effect in certain classes
this fall Students will no longer
have to came to class four times
week In this way they will have
more time for independent work
Site of classes will also be cut
The department has received
mission to limit class size to
idents for the first and secon
of French study and
after the second sei
thus improv
relations
let the
The
ys appearance
among the
sixty enthusiasti
or the Kennedy caii
.ion was
Demoer
men
of versity
Cohen of the University
Pei.usylvania Plans are
made for joint meeting of
students supporting Kennedy foi
President at which his Philadelphis
Campaign chairn will
the Senators and
ways to gain
Because Robert
candidate in
primary only
was able to be dox
dents did work at
area
Lawren
Dr Johnston ThBe
Visiting Professor
Dr Norman Johnston chairman
of the sociology department will be
taking leave of absence for the
academic year 1968-1969 During
this time he will be visiting pro-
fessor at the University of Mis
souri St Louis where he will be
teaching criminology courses his
specialty
Since the Universi
cour
CHARLES
WITH THE
problem
to recor
of the na
good
we
the
Dr Hall devotes his summers to
esearching in the libraries of Flor
ence London Marburg Germany
and Basel Switzerland An advo
cate of Evelyn Woods reading
dynamics method he uses one
month of the summer for concen
trated reading Dr Hall works
not ust to document his ideas
but to confirm or modify his first
thesis
The ideas for With the Spirits
came to him in 19O
was at the Chicago Seminary
ifteen years later his thesis was
form Producing and sell-
onizing says Dr
for the book With the
was
not sell
Translating
Dr Hall does
serious
---
ic year but __
al quiet evening
German works
translating Heinric
intl and Beings
Between the Path
the Philosophical
Heidegger Guaided
for future books Dr Hall
ly say that wholi
opening to him
Tillich that L._
needs new symbols
world involves the
ils for
design
hcrgraphy
seniors can exhibit
entire study at
.1 most will show the
work which reflects
The English de
welcoming
staff next fall Steph
Icr Mr Miller graduated
B.A from Rutgers Univer
obtained an MA in Engli
ature at Yale Universii
Ann Archino
Forum
new chairman of
There will be reception at the
exhibit for the seniors and their
relatives and friends All students
and the public are also invited to
attend The exhibit will utilize the
new parts of the art studios Th
partment hopes to revive the
of hating exhibits now
new facilities are available
..e exhibit will remain on display
of Beavers Kennedy for t.tiiil after graduation so that tho
movement Barbara Sal- otnding commencement can view
it
HALL NE BOOK
SPIRITS SWORD
of
From living arrows shot forth
thought from Kahlil Gilbran has
been chosen as the theme for next
years series of programs
sored by the Forum of Arts and
Sciences
This theme will serve two tunc
tions during the coming
will be the trademark of
its publicity on
community at large
the student
ant it expresses the role which we
anxiously aw
as the Forum committee feel that
pecially tothis orcanization should fulfill on
and how
campus
dents
The purpose of Forum ss
in the S.G.O
shall timulate
tellectual life of
viding distinguished pr
guest speakers and artists
slull sponsor various educational
and entertaining events for the
benefit of the college community
It is with this goal in mind that
the programs of Froum for next
year are now being planned This
years committee has formulated
major guidelines for the selec
of programs We are first of
all endeavoring to choose artists
and speakers that represent sub
ject matters that have not been
part of the Forum series in
years For example dance and re
citals professional theatrical
production and the bizarre unor
thodox and experimental in music
Secondly we are striving to at-
tract participants or performers in
certiin field rather than commen
tators in that subject area In this
way we hope to continue the high
standards that have been set by
the Forum committees in the past
ma
ii throi
Philadel hia Students for
of the
Kennedy organization which will Previous Publicat ins
be active throughout June July Hall has pubhshe.. one pre
and August especially before the book The Common Quest
National Democtatic Convention vrious translations At present
We hope to be active on eting The Reluctant Eu
and in the Philadelphia scheduled for publica
fall re spring of 1968 He is also
on the translation of some
Tillichs early works in ..I11
._
New Staff
IN FRENCh COURSES
NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR
.- which is
Poets and the City Dante Baude.
faire and Eliot His main fields of
interest are 19th and 20th century
poetry and medieval literature
Mr Miller for
by Farleig Univer
._i 1.
.time
UglI gci
perienc
INewC
To
The Beaver
Appreciation
Wednesday May 1968 EAV EW Page Seven
Ii II/1 ew roaaway appening air AT SOCiETY HILT PLAYHOUSE
Party Lesson and Experience BY SUSAN SCHWARTZ ta The being from
spirited cast of 17 presents Oh polished does not provide the fine-BY KAY SALZ the nushians tune up and take music is loud and fast The songs What Lovel War at the Society tund instruments which are
You enter th theater and ou tlieii lCCS All this in Broad by Galt MacDerrnot range from the Hill Playhouse necessary to deliver such show
are immcctiatelv enveloped by ihe
WZY theater All this in HAIR iivis Presley-like Donna song The ludicrousness behind th effectively
sweet smell of incense The stage
happening taking place at croonei about sixteen year old play is obvious before you go any Every newspaper and radio
the Biltmore Theater in New York virgin to Th Bed an harmonious lurther than the title The uxtaUncUitaincu lids uie uoor of bioadcast can give us more po
New York city street the back ThiS shOW written by its two lead mtermingling of voices with less poitjon of cheery liberated cay tent dose of the sickening ab
diop ii battered American flak tag
ctors Gercme Rutii and than sacred lyrics Oh the bed is orting and the incomprehensible
surdity of war than Society Hills
iIfll towards the rear an iron
JameRado has revolutionized the thing/Of feather and spring Of wire hell of war are the two extreme at disturbing entertain
structiii holding juke-box a-
New oik theater scene by trms- and wood Invention so flavors which the audience is sup- ment
mon some other indiscernible pa
CCflthfli the boundarie of tradi- Rock eres to enliven the musical posed to savor However the ama-
___________________________________
rapheinalia The band rock
tional theater so that the cast and audience are teurish quality of the Society Hill
group consisting of electric guitars
HAIR as The American Tribal in constant motion It is more than tioupe steals any of the ludicrous- p/
drums ot al is on one side of this LoveRock Muszcal is an informal iiIrOPos loi this play play of ness from the messac of the play b00gTp iy eninar
stdge and set up in an old car comedy
about tribe ot loving hip- tocia must have the sound of to- with their own production of it
There are no efforts to hide the pies sharing place
in New York da if any meaning is to be con-
Potentially entertaining Oh What J\Jew Addition Here
backstige most of it is on stage 9r1ci Village The heio of this veyed believably Lovely War is dissertation
and the crew is milling about while gup is notified to take his phy- Young Cast running commentary in song and Interest in visual expression has
sical srd is of course faced with The cast comprised of actors ind dance to capture flashes of the been initiated on the campus this
the problems that are predominant actresses in their twenties should combination of emotions that em- semester Mr Peter Moller infor
TI many young mens minds today be commended for their excellent body the human involvement in mally instructs and advises studentsieaie lVlfl how to evade the draft or what to performance Although young ma- wai Different scenes touch upon on the use of camera equipment
Jt
do once drafted Although this is ny of the cast members l1Lve had bai ioom song and dance disgust and various methods in capturTlS egins the main plot it is not the domin- extensive acting experiences and so and norror on the front lines and in artistic pictures
4niiual Film Series ant focal point of the play Instead ire more than the freo_wheeling the contrived poignancy of amity The first evidence of the photo-
it recedes into the background to hppes that they convincingly por- among supposed foes The play is graphy seminars was seen in the
BY CAROLINE OTIS be over-shadowed by pot highs be- tray Gerome Ragni for example an attempt to successfully integrate freshman program Love Thy Name
ins protests and other mind-ex- has appeared on Broadway in numerous special effects to deliver Is Woman To describe the poem in
Philadilphias South Street is one pandmg experiences It reaches the Hamlet and in several oil-Broad- its inteit Over 80 costumes were visual terms as it was being readPI 11 the city not usually in- foreground periodically 3ust to re- way productions including those at required more than 100 lantern group of freshmen planned pho
eluded on the must-see lists of his mind the viewer that the play does the experimental Cafe La Mama slides from World War Special tographed and edited film epre
torical landmarks which the Bea have plot and something to say uls was the most noteworthy pci- tapes of speecIie by Presidents senting the poets thoughts In or-
ei tidei-t brings to college fresh and it is not merely one large party formanee in HAIR he was lively Johnson and Wilson Prime Minis- cler to do this classes were held
man year If it were not the ad- with no sense of direction entertaining and completely be- ter Churchill and Adolph Hitler in the history of film making as
ilres ol one of this areas best en Anti.Play lievable as Berger the head hippie were made for special effects open- well as in the modern techniques
teitariincnt offers it would pro HAIR is anti-war anti-middle quite change horn Shakes- iig the two acts of cr ting film
bablv and unfortunately remain conformity anti-traditional- peares formal Elizabethan tragic
unnotced or carefully avoided for ism It is obviously produced in roles Among the newcomers to the .iumsy Another group of students are
the ii dents four year residence radically different way HAIR is Broadway stage there was only one ia effort to make the play more interested in still-photogra
here however the Theatre of the anti the customary theater that has irritating performance Lynn Kel- more salient it was updated and phy and in learning to develop and
Living Arts small privately fin- been staid member of Broadway logg as Sheila the girl in love with revised to include references to print their own pictures Discus-
anced iiertory company was dis- for too long In HAIR the actors Berger was too straight-looking to President Johnsons most recent sions are held weekly and after
COV it its off-set by the Bea wander onto the stage walk and be for real Her shining face blue conduct specifically his shall investigating the theory behind pie-
vci ficiil ty and has provided dance down the aisles and climb eyes and clean blond hair didnt not run speech Songs and allu- ture-tiking they analyze
and crit
wide rinie of excellent theatre en- all over the theater proper until fit the disreputable atmosphere 5i0n5 were overtly devoted to the icize
their own work Although
tertainir.cnt for three years to Bea- they reach the mezzanine possibly she seemed to be the only one of Vietnam conflict
dark room is not available at Bea
ver freshmen This years repertory an effort to achieve total audience the cast who was really acting The production is too clumsy and ver until next fall they are
be-
ogram has ended but the theatre involvement and lose the detach- HAIR tries to explain the hippie repetitious It seems to be devoid Corning familiar with the piocess
opened its 2nd Annual Film Fes- ment that is characteristic of many movement the hippies ideals and of any new or attention attract- ing procedures Next year
dark
lival Tuesday April 23rd The audience-actor relationships in the idealization The show is one of ing material One must exercise room in Murphy will be open to the
progr.m of film classics which will Broadway theater The actors are our times and as the song What concerted effort to be moved by whole school and it is hoped
that
be running through June 30th is completely naked in one scene have yox got 1968 tells us our rendition of Where Have All the
the art department will offer an
an outstanding presentation which they have no qualms about baring times are characterized by Be-ins Flowers Gone The Ballad of The accredited photography course
is must for any film lover The their bodies or their language in Flowers Freedom Green Beret can bring f9rth minor Beaver News will also be getting
lest ef Bergman Truffaut Hitch- this production But perhaps the HAIR is party for teeny-hoppers chills of disgust and one can groan their own photography equipment
cock Kinugasa and others will be most radical part of the show is its who want to feel in it is lesson with tedium when the women swing and all the de eloping and print-
shos nightly sound With the aid of rock group for the squares and an experience into chorus of When Johnny big for the paper will be done at
Bergman Film and hand microphones most of the for the theatergoer Comes Marching Home Beaver by the newspaper staff
Ingrar Bergmans The Virgin
WORD ON FOREIGN FILMS WHAT WE LOSE OR GAIN IN PRODUCTION
masterpiece is one of the few of BY JUDY QUIGG which remain untranslatable and way of the message Alas the con- myth symbol and history in
his movies which is not based on when they are alien to ones own fusion is deliberate is part of the peculiarly Swedish way which we
an oniginal screen-play by the was amused when learned that culture or experience great deal message but the techniques War- can never fully share
directoi It is taken from the story
Simon and Garfunkel song is lost The speech itself is the least hol uses -- split screen unin The beauty of Bergman however
of fourteenth century Swedish
Feelm Groovy is translated in- of the problems in foreign film telligible sound tricks cuts back is that despite these differences and
ballad Based around the theme of to French as est ben la vie You may miss few topical refer- and forth from one sequence to difficulties he alwayr has some-
the battle between Christianity And there really is nothmg more ences or have trouble with the ac- another dont seem to know thing significant to say and he is
and pcganism it tells of young amazing
than the German
cent in British movie and if you where they are going or why Nei- able to transcend the linguistic
virgin raped on her way to church French versions of Lewis Carroll are fluent in the language you may ther do we unfortunately The film technical and cultural difficulties
by thi cc coarse shepherds who are Jabberwocky lis true that much be thunderstruck by the simplifi- is put-on we have been discussing and make
later killed mercilessly by the girls 15 often lost in translation but cation of the subtitles but these Cultural Idiom his point to all of us whatever our
ro engeful father In repentence for sometimes something is gained
if
are minor issues The second point on which our range and depth of experience
his crime made all the more tar- only enjoyment of what happens think there are two points on appreciation depends is the moral find Wild Strawberries little less
rible because one of the slain shep- between one language
and another which enjoyment of foreign film or cultural idiom and it is here than subtle in many ways hut his
herds is an innocent boy the fa- There is always linguistic gap must depend and the failure to think that many people myself films are generally carefully phrased
ther promises God to build church that one has to leap over gap functioi on either level spoils our included run into trouble par- and effectively stated
on the site of his daughters mur- that can never quite be filled The appreciation of the film Both are ticularly with the films of Ingmar Many Levels
der As the dead virgin is lifted bridges we build to span it can be related to the problem of transla- Bergman feel as if have at- am not sure undeistand all
for burial spring of water pours amusing as have noted but tion They are the film idiom and tempted to leap froth the precipice that is going and coming in Per-
forth liom the spot where she had bridges they are not fill the moral or cultural idiom of my own Americanoriented val- zone one of his newest films but
lain
Still more difficult than transla- The film idiom means the way ues and ideas and symbols and the levels on which this film and
Finding an elaborate analysis of ing words however is the com- the filmmaker uses his camera to am caught in void between my worked together were exciting It is
one of Bergmans films is next to munication Of emotions values produce various effects Experi- world and his with no place to put the story of an emotionally dis
impossible will say that in The concepts
from one culture to an- mental films are most often much my feet down Occasionally there turbed actress Elizabeth who re
Virgin Spring more than any other other We have all heard remarks more adventurous than the big stu- is familiar ledge or rock form- fuses to speak and her nurse Sis
of his works have seen Berg- about how speed- machme- and dio productions in the use of cam- ation can get hand-hold on but ter Alma The question here is
mails ability of presenting strong money-conscious Americans are era technique The use of the film am never quite at home in Berg- Who is the beauty Who is the
message by the combination of
how stodgy and stiff-upper-lipped idiom is as individual as writing mans brave world be it old or beast for as the actress moves
haunting and stark simplieity with the British are and how cold and style and the inability to follow new toward health and wholeness the
thought- provoking images is at its
snobbish the French are These are and understand and appreciate an KNow this is not Bergmans fault nui ses aggressions guilt feelings
height Says critic John Russell stereotypes to be sure but there authors method of writing usual- nor is it completely mine or ours and ncgative personality traits move
T.iylor The Virgia Spring .. is really are gaps between people of results in failure to under- as have feeling this is situa- to the foi Which is the patient
an extraordinary and to my different nations which think can stand what he is talking about tion which confronts many Berg- Which is the nurse They even re
mind an extraordinarily successful never be eliminated completely Likewise even as there is dif- man audiences Lack of sophisti- semble each other Who is cul ing
-- attimpt on Bergmans part to Theres saying Henry James to fereiice in the way wiiters of var- cation of experience and familiar- whom
strip himself of all his twentieth the contrary
that Britons are born ious nationalities will present them ity with the historical and psy- new and different Bergman is
century sophistication and enter not made that no matter how selves in the printed medium so chological subjects he treats and at work in this film The punishing
completely into the imaginative
hard one tries no one but native there is difference in the way di of the deeply involved psychore or destroying aspects of relation
world of the middle ages Briton can be truly British It is rectors of various nationalities will ligious feelings which are embodied ship are treated here with the al
Other Films true too handle camera Antonioni is very in his films are partial causes most Gothic horror that Bergman
The Virgin Spring is only the In the days when international diffc-teit from Godai-d and the which ideally will be alleviated has used in other films but think
1girifliflg of the theatres spring travel was the privilege of select are both unlike Ingniai Bergman with the passing of time and the theie is more blood and overt ugh-
prOgiiun In following weeks they few these diileiences were not and the difference are not
just
presented t.
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yes from each
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Running Smoothly
typical case in the
life of the Magical Mys
or the Judicial Board
aver College Theres actually
nor mysterious
ie system that works out
of an academic honor
tnd fairly liberal social
the system doesnt work it
GITENSTEIN
p.m any Saturday eve
iiladelphia that beehive of
activity is jammed Or at
three block radius is Ra
it is swarming
urbs must really
Must Be Subject to Change
And yet any system must be
subject to change and open to
criticism For these reasons Mrs
Plummer Dean of Students is
looking into report put out by
the Association of American Col
leges which outlines procedural
standards in disciplinary proceed
ings In this Joint Statement on
Rights and Freedoms of Students
the association points out the in
dividual schools responsibility to
acquaint the student with his rights
and disciplines The association
makes the statement that the stu
dent must be informed of the stan
dards of conduct and that these
general behavioral expectations and
the resultant specific regulations
should represent reasonable regu
lation of student conduct but the
dicial Board
of
student should be as free as pos
sible from imposed limitations that
have no direct relevance to his edu
cation The only change at Beaver
College would have to be for
malization of these and other com
mon procedures We can feel sure
that the system is still functioning
well even though changes are in
the offing
There are few academic cases
The Honor Code seems to take care
of itself The cases are usually so
cial often humorous And with the
social regulations becoming more
liberal Judicial Board will have
less and less to do As it is today
JB no longer has to try girls who
surreptitiously steal across Easton
Road to Howard Johnsons Hide
away illegally garbed in slacks
while smoking cigarette
in
one girl
was he
isly coy
rs Pro-
of
ipate in
seminars two
each for th last twO
years with half of the seminars in
the students approved major field
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Encouraged
Study abroad is an academic and
cultural aspect of Beaver stu
dents education which is highly
encouraged by the college Our
school played an important role in
the forming of the United Colleges
for Foreign Study and Exchange
which sponsors these study pro
grams that are open to students
from all member institutions
The best known of these pro
grams is the one which Beaver Col
lege conducts the semester of
study at the City of London Col
lege In addition Beaver students
have the opportunity of applying
to semester or full year programs
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Because you wont be able to take
your eyes off your clothes you will
no doubt stumble into the first
room The juke-box will be blar
ing Motown things and microbop
pers will be milling around to be
discovered by Teen or rather Pre
Teen magazine will be
chugging soft drinks as if they had
just stepped off the Lawrence of
Arabia set and generally will be
doing their own or is it somebody
elses thing Dont be afraid to
look around what an interesting
assortment of costumes you may
remark to yourself Dont dare to
think what they might be remark
ing about you Dont waste too
much time down here because the
real action is going on upstairs
Make your way up the steps if
you can because it is rather crowd
ed to where its really at baby
Oh yes the entertainment that
is what you came for isnt it Af
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Out Again
as youre beginning to
groove the show will be over
Youll find yourself being pushed
downstairs again the place isnt on
fire its just that the last trains to
the suburbs are leaving soon
You exit feeling strangely sort of
good Is it from what youve just
been through or the fact that you
survived it You wonder At least
you rationalize youve
something out of it even if it is
only new location for filming an
Excedrin headache commercial You
suddenly feel like kissing the pave
ment or running very fast or do
ing something else very daring You
turn to look back but there is on
ly black building staring at you
with the same sign on it The
street is suddenly very empty and
very quiet
You feel so relieved The cold air
feels good on your face For the
first time all you look at
your watch it really hap
pen watch
was the
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so For
onto the
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Francisco
Students with interests in any
fields may apply but knowledge of
the foreign language which is ap
propriate is required for Heidel
berg Strasbourg Bogota and
Valencia If the student is well
qualified and majoring in for
eign language she may spend her
whole junior year abroad on one of
these programs
Students Accepted
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ted to the approval of the
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Four Beaver Girls To Do Time At TennisTeam Bowsto Continued from Page Col
June I1Ufl the Tprrible
Women House Of Correction Penn Swarthrnorc Jme6 IvaL tIe
Terrible
BY SUSIE EDWARDS AND JEAN THOMPSON On Wednesday April 10
Beavers June Ballad of Soldier
Tennis Team travelled to Swarth-
Monday evenings four Beaver all prisoners now The demand more to play its first match of the it0
girls do time at the Womens House came from righteous remnant of season The team was
defeated in id ies an ia
of Coirection in northeast Phila- the Philadelphia demonstrators
hard-fought contest The final June 12 13 Le Bonheur
deiphia Sandy Foehl Jean Thomp- two of their number were inside score was
3-2 with Edie Clark third June 14 15 16 LAveiitura
son Kay York and Susie Ed- the walls While waiting for singles and Nina Shivdisani
and
June 17 18 Citizen Kane
wards make up the group of so- guard and the key we watched Jean Thompson
second doubles
_______________________________
ciology majors helping the inmates Philadelphia police and Army MPs winning
their matches Also playing
learn to type and write newspaper escort new arrivals past the caged
in this match were Jane Rosenberg Introduction
for their use within the prison watchdog Our own escort is in first singles
Debbie Ledewitz see Artist gives lesson in drawing
The program was instituted by Dr formal Only once have we been ond singles and Arlene Weissman and painting
Norman Johnston several years ago asked if we were carrying guns
nd Trudy Coxe first doubles OAK LANE AND
with the puipose of expanding stu- whatever we do carry passes un-
The second match of the season CENTER CITY STUDIO
dents knowledge of the workings of examined The real difficulty of get- was played against
Penn dl Beaver HA 4-5086
detention institution and the un-
ting into prison is the same as get-
Although the team lost 5-0 Coach
derstanding of crime through the ting out again the waiting 10
MiS Weiss did not feel that this
criminal The program although re- minutes to half an hour either way should
dim the girls hpes for
commended for sociology majors is Sometimes we are announced as winning season since
Penn has iIZZO izzeria
open to all interested juniors and four new admissions same guard
been undefeated for four consecu-
seniors same joke tive years
The same girls who es auran
Piison Newspaper played against Swarthmore partici
j5
Mutual Learning
IThere are on the average 15 in-
pated in this match With three
mates taking part in these Monday Upstairs
Mrs Johnson the ma- matches this week the team is SPAGHETTI RAVIOLI
night sessions Of couise there is tron ill charge
calls the women to anticipating winning streak and Known /2 way around
high turnover Many times we do class Ladies for typing ladies for hoping for lot of spectators
not see an inmate more than once writing report to
the rotunda
tne wor
Donna ields Beavers Choice 68 Recently group of inmates de- now The women come
forward HI MADDY WE LOVE YOU TU 7-2927
repiesentative cided to form committee for the from the wing of cells and we Cassandra Larry
Frank Wendy
sole purpose of turning out news-
start for the mess hall to work Joel David Billy Carol Robin
.ensi venue
oice paper Now it is no longer like large part
of our time with the girls
Andy Sara Peter Cynthy Mom Glenside
CIeo to name just few
pulling teeth to get them to con- is spent chatting We provide out- ____________________________________________________________________
hooses McCarthy
tribute articles They do so willing- side contact for them ançl they are
ly
our insight iito prison
life Adrni
Senator Eugene Mccarthy
There are less serious aspecto tedly we
arn more fFnm thrn Quality Drugs Phone TU 4-5886
Democrat from Minnesota led the
be considered on our Monday night
than we arable to tech thi
field as Presidential choice of
treks At oclock the four of us
wind up at 815 collect our rescrip ions
twentv-ei ht er cent of mil- weary
from the weekend pile into oeiongings
from Mrs Johnson and
lion college students who partici-
over-worked and battered ye- watt
for her to call the guard And BEAVER PHARMACY
pated in Choice 68 last week hide Piaying lot we start our
wait and wait and wait One night
40
she called out the window to the
Senator Robert Kennedy minu ouiney fl our tiaveis
Democrat of New York was second we have had to contend with two
guard Open the gates the girls
witr 20.99 pci cent
detours due to fires horrendous
are coming out Needless to say Penn Fruit Shopping Center Glenside Pa
the guard came running
Former Vice President Richard ioa an unmai rai ioau cioss
Nixon was third with 19.35 per ings
With trains crossing thorn in
Our experiences we feel have
cent and Governor Rockefeller of
the dark hlandtown QUALITY OUR CONSTANT AIIVI
New York Mr Nixons rival for We have been met at the gate
Republican nomination was fourth
by pickets with placards reading
ested Beaver students
with 20.99 per cent
Tear down prison walls Release
Vice President Humphreys name tfa Esso For Better Jewelry Gifts Leather
Goods and Silverware
was not on the ballot This was
at better prices come to
attributed to lack of time to re- ennis earn Free Pick-up and Delivery
vise the ballot after he announcedjtsut ICdper18 Wins Out of LUB 1H1NASH DIAMONDS AND SILVERSMITHS
of the total TOP VALUE STAMPS
246248 KEsWIK.AVEMjE
259 SoUth EASTON ROAD GLENSIDE
PA TU 6-9220
the ballot lie polled 5.63 pci cent
matches Their first one on the 23 NexI to Penn Fruit FINE WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIR
bythUvacDivisiOn Moravianwirining3-iwithonetie
TU 4-96 Oren Mon Wed Fri til 900 P.M
Rand Corporation and by Tinie
Players for Beaver weio Jane Ro- Open Days Week Lues Thurs Sat til 530 P.M
Magazine board of directors con-
senberg Debbie Ledewitz and Edie AMPLE PARKING
sisting of eleven students supervised
al singles and Trudy Coxe
___________________________________
the project Students at 1470 col-
with Sandi Arlene
leges participated man
with Jean Thompson
attendingcollegein
ti girls left Bea- AT
the United States
mmaculata and re
turned finalscore FO ACADEMI RES EARC
Ic team triumphed acain or
Nixon 196 870 Governor Roekeleller
115783 and President Johnson hursaY
defeating Glasshoro 3-2 492 fl FYi nwe ye flUe
ei Goernor George Wal- mtch th Boston Massachusetts 02 35
33044
winning streak the team meets The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every
the total Governor Ronald Reagan
on student achieve his maximum potential in the subject or subjects of their
Republicmn of California 28151 or
choice
2.77 per cent and Senator Charles
Percy Republican of Illinois il.OO
We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these
15152 or 1.49 per cent outstanding
instructional techniques have shown proven results for decades
The results of individual campus
retains are not yet tabulated but ktspe41e
will be announced through the
school representative for Choice 68 The International Center for Academic Research after exhaustive studies
is able to give complete money back guarantee If after folIovihg
instruc
Casual
tions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings nqtieeably
your money will be COMPLETFELY REFUNDED
Sporiswar
Special introductory offer expires May 1968
4eessories Price thereafter $3.95 per course
CLOVER SHOP For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course toTHE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOK ACADEMIC RESEACU
117 EASTON ROAD 1492 Commonwealth AvenueBoston Mass 02135
ioors below bank
..
Please include Course Last semests average
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1968 Address ________________ _______________________
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__
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__
________
______
ADVENTURE AT tae _-.-___
21 Days BRADD ALAN Zip
Code
_________
__________________
__________________
$499 GokS6thte4 College or _____ _______________ _____________
Includes Airfare Transfers CHELTENHAM CENTER
Hotels Sightseeing Breakfasts
Special group rates for fraternities and sororities 20% discount for groups of
London Amsterdam Paris BUCKS COUNTY MALL
Frankfurt Zurich Street Road FeasterviUs
ten or more Please include organization title
DepartmgAug.3 KQURS930AM.to9.30P.M.t Allow to weeks for processing and delivery
